Since the sixteenth century, the state in Puerto Rico has been present in the island's capital, has been personified by a governor, and has had a visible seat of power: La Fortaleza (the fortress). From there, it has issued orders, arrested, imprisoned, and even executed people. The state has dealt with pirates and invaders; has issued rules concerning coinage, health, labor, education, and public welfare; and has presided over the construction of public works. As it befits its station, it has also represented power, rationality, order, and civic pride.
traded by the Dutch, the English, and the French in exchange for cattle, hides, lumber, foodstuffs, ginger, tobacco, and molasses. As the years passed, the illegal trade with the other Europeans became so extended that by the end of the seventeenth century even the governor and the bishop were accused of investing in it. This reality induced historian Arturo Morales Carrión to speak of the two Puerto Rican societies of the seventeenth century, the officially constituted and the one engaged in illegal trade with the other Europeans.
1
Repeated orders of Spanish rulers, issued in the Council of the Indies responsible for the overseas colonies, forbade that foreigners settle on the island. Yet, it only takes a glimpse at the eighteenth-century parish registers of towns, such as Arecibo, Coamo, or Utuado, to see that the Irish, French, Italians, Portuguese, and occasional Briton and German are happily married and eventually buried in some corner of the island. When partly as a response to the Haitian revolution, the Spanish crown finally granted legal entry to non-Spaniards through the La Real Cédula de Gracias of 1815, hundreds of Europeans and West Indians came forth to legalize their prolonged residence on the island. Smuggling and illegal immigration (activities that continue unabated to this day) are only two of the many areas in which legal statutes were ignored or defied. The first local officials, the tenientes a guerra (lieutenants), were instituted in 1692 to bring some presence of the public authorities at the local level.
3 But the tenientes a guerra were also local landholders, subject to the pressures of their peers, and connected by ties of marriage and compadrazgo (spiritual kinship derived from becoming foster fathers at baptism) to the persons they were supposed to watch over. Their capacity to implement the government's edicts was always limited by the desire of the local elites to run their affairs unhampered. The milicias urbanas, the local "urban militias," evidenced the same attachments. They responded more to their captains (local landowners) than to the abstract authority in the island's capital.
Another compelling example of how local investments superseded metropolitan imperatives occurred when the British government attempted to take over San Juan in 1797. These militiamen, who were often slack and remiss in pursuing smugglers and slave runaways converged on the capital, were instrumental in fighting the British and forcing their retreat. Ironically, the authorities would later appeal to the pride felt by the criollos for their intervention against the British to seek consent when imposing fiscal and surveillance measures against the colony. Historians have debated the impact of the eighteenth-century Bourbon reforms on Puerto Rico. 5 The liberalization of trade, concession of land titles, and reorganization of the military were measures that in the long run would help shape the entry of Puerto Rico into the nineteenth-century Atlantic market and ensure the island's value for Spain after the loss of most if its American empire. The question, however, is whether these measures changed significantly the attitudes and habits of the rural inhabitants. The granting of titles to the land and the division of the hatos (undivided and hereditary land grants), for instance, created a land market on the coastal alluvial plains that
